


Capturing what the gaze cannot retain. Seizing the instant 
and fixing that which, by its own nature, is fleeting. Stopping 
time in order to recall - from the future - what people and 
places were like. How can we comprehend the transcendence 
of the advent of photography from a present time that is 

hyper-saturated with images?

Everything was novel in relation to this new phenomenon that 
Louis-Jacques-Mandé Daguerre presented at the Academy 
of Sciences in Paris in 1839, after basing his research on 
what his predecessors had done, particularly the work of 
Joseph-Nicéphore Niépce. It was so new that it required the 
creation of a vocabulary to explain such an unprecedented 
innovation – the capturing of objects with inimitable fidelity. 
The images of the camera obscura would cease to be ephemeral 
and could now be transferred onto metal. Once the plate was 
introduced into the device, a drawing would appear at the 
exact point the camera was directed to. After a brief cleansing 

operation the drawing became indestructible.

There is no doubt that the daguerreotype marked the official 
birth of photography, though it was still a single image on a 
copper plate covered with a polished silver sheet with ever-
changing reflections that would sometimes be transformed 
into a mirror. Nevertheless, from the onset, the inventions’ 
promoters (most notably François Arago from Roussillon in 
France) understood that the innovation would shape how 
the world was going to be viewed, its representations, both 
scientific and artistic. It had an immediate popular and 
universal impact. This propelled its commercial exploitation, 
generated improvements to the process and resulted in the 
appearance of the first real industry based on technology: 

the photographic portrait studio.

The collection of 105 daguerreotypes at the Centre de Recerca 
i Difusió de la Imatge (CRDI) on display in this exhibition 
is the result of this moment of technological optimism (in 
a thirty- year timespan the world witnessed the appearance 
of innovations such as steam power on sea and land, the 
use of gas, telegraphy, electrotyping, and the construction of 
the Suez Canal), and large numbers of people were able to 
express their desire for permanence by posing in front of a 
photographic camera. With this action they would unknowingly 
open the door to a world that has never ceased to amaze us.

Joan Boadas Raset and David Iglésias Franch, 
curators of the exhibition

THE CAPTIVE GAZE



This exhibition is the product of the collaboration between 
Fundación MAPFRE and Catalan photographic collections and 
archives. These partnerships are one of the basic programs for 
KBr, enriching processes for both parties that will contribute 
to greater awareness of the extraordinary photographic 
heritage in the custody of Catalan institutions, as well as 

to the restoration of their pieces when necessary. 

It is no coincidence that this first exhibition has been developed 
in collaboration with the Centre de Recerca i Difusió de la 
Imatge (CRDI) in Girona, which possesses an extraordinary 
collection of photographs and whose staff, as well as the 
work being produced in their premises, are highly regarded 
in the world of photography. It is also no coincidence that 
we have decided to start from the beginning, displaying a 
selection of the first photographic objects, which seem so far 
removed, but are essential in understanding the significance, 
value and development of photography, as well as making 
the history of the photographic medium from its inception 

accessible to all.



The camera obscura was the first device able to capture an 
image of reality, albeit in an ephemeral manner. It consists 
of a box that is completely sealed to light except for a small 
opening where a lens is placed. Light rays penetrate through 
this opening and project in a reduced and inverted format 
the outside image, with its colors and natural shapes, onto 

the plate installed within.

This physical phenomenon was known since antiquity but 
it was during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries when 
scientists such as Leonardo da Vinci and Giovanni Battista 
della Porta defined its functions and applications. With the 
camera obscura, accurate reproductions of reality did not 
depend solely on an artist’s talent with a color palette; instead, 
for the first time, a mechanism existed that would allow an 
artist to capture a latent image of the world and manually 
fix it onto a sheet of paper, drawing its contours and shapes. 
Renowned artists such as Canaletto and Vermeer used this 
technique in their works, but it was also used by many others 
to produce the drawings that would later become landscape 
and urban view etchings to be observed through optic boxes 

or peepshows.

THE CAMERA OBSCURA



1787
Born on November 18th in Cormeilles-en-Parisis (Val-d’Oise, 

France).

1803
At the age of sixteen he enters the school of Ignazio Degotti, 

painter of the Paris Opera stage sets.

1816
Inventor Joseph-Nicéphore Niépce obtains negative images 
of nature through the use of a camera obscura thanks to a 
substance that is modified when in contact with sun light: 
silver chloride. But he does not manage to fix the images 

permanently.

1822
In association with the painter Joseph-Marie Bouton, 
Daguerre successfully inaugurates the Diorama in Paris 
for the presentation of large murals with lighting effects. 

1826
Daguerre establishes initial contact with Niépce. He stays 
in contact with him until his death in 1833, with the aim 

of improving the procedures for fixing images.

1837
On June 13th the contract between Daguerre and Niépce’s son 
Isidore, relating to the newly improved procedure, is signed.

1839
On August 19th, the scientist and politician François Arago 
presents the daguerreotype procedure to members of the 
Academy of Sciences and the Academy of Fine Arts in Paris.

1851
On July 10th Daguerre dies in Bry-sur-Marne, near Paris.

LOUIS-JACQUES-MANDÉ  DAGUERRE



There are three good reasons for the exceptional nature 
of the collection of daguerreotypes belonging to Girona 
City Hall:  the first is the importance of the pieces found 
within it, as they allow for the construction of a narrative 
on the early years of photography from both a technological 
and a cultural perspective; secondly, the variety of objects 
it contains, ranging from daguerreotypes mounted in 
characteristic casings such as wooden and thermoplastic 
cases and European-style frames, to a number of pieces of 
jewelry with photographic inserts, as well as stereoscopic 
images. Lastly, it is exceptional due to the singularity of the 
person who created what is now the main collection at the 
CRDI, Ángel Fuentes (1955-2014), a photography curator 
who expanded his knowledge on both sides of the Atlantic 
and who became a major global figure in the field of the 

daguerreotype.

The collection mainly comprises studio portraits of individuals 
and groups of two or more; there are also two post-mortem 
portraits and two stereoscopic images reproducing sculptures. 
Thanks to the inscriptions found on some of the cases or 
frames a number of authors can be identified: the North 
American photographers Robert A. Carden (Carden & CO), 
Charles C. Harrison, H.T. Sherrill, Josiah W. Thompson 
and Silas (Samuel) A. Holmes; the British photographers 
Henry Negretti and Joseph Zambra; and the Barcelona-based 
photographer Franck (Françoise-Alexandre-Louis-Marie 

de Gobinet Villecholles).

This exhibition devoted to daguerreotypes gives us the 
opportunity to appreciate the knowledge behind this 
photographic technique, and provides access to one of the 

most important collections in our country.

THE COLLECTION



The presentation of stereoscopy, in 1851, at the Crystal Palace 
in London, in the orbit of the Great Exhibition, signified the 
culmination of a research process led by British scientist 
and inventor Charles Wheatstone (1802-1875), who in 1838 
had published the theoretical foundations of stereoscopy 
at the Royal Society in London. However, it was another 
prominent British scientist and inventor, David Brewster 
(1781-1868), who adapted the technique to a format suitable 
for photography, granting it a commercial perspective, 
particularly after his association with the French inventor 
Jules Duboscq (1817-1886) in 1850. In this way, photography 
reached a new milestone: three-dimensionality based on 
the principle that human vision is binocular, that is to say, 
each eye receives the image from an angle or point of view 
that is slightly different due to the separation (measuring 
approximately 65 millimeters) that exists between the 
eyes, thus creating two slightly different images that are 
superimposed to produce a three-dimensional one. As well 
as being a technological phenomenon, stereoscopy paved 
the way for a social phenomenon. The commercialization 
of the stereoscopic image, due to its thee-dimensionality, 
allowed the stereoscope to become one of the many visual 
spectacles of the nineteenth century, the precursors of cinema 

and television.

STEREOSCOPY

H. Negretti & Zambra 
(Henry Negretti and Joseph Zambra)
The First Whisper of Love, c. 1851-1860
Stereoscopic daguerreotype, 8 × 17 cm
CRDI. Joan Basseda Casas Collection



The inclusion of photographic images in different types of 
jewels is a practice that began around the year 1840, in 
other words, almost immediately after the invention and 
subsequent commercialization of the daguerreotype. This 
was the first photographic technique applied to jewelry 
and was followed by others, such as the ambrotype, the 
tintype, and paper copies. Photo-jewelry was very popular 
in the United States, as well as in Europe, and these objects 
became common among privileged classes. The inclusion 
of a portrait in a valuable object granted it an element of 
customization, while also affording it sentimental value. 
Thus, an entire market revolving around these jewels was 
developed, serving decorative purposes, both functional 
and commemorative. The typology of jewels containing 
daguerreotypes is wide and varied, and includes earrings, 
hair clips, necklaces, pendants, watches, medallions, buckles, 

medals, buttons and pins, as well as other items.

JEWELRY

Unknown Maker
Portrait of a Man, c. 1840-1860

Daguerreotype (Jewelry), 4 × 5 cm 
CRDI. Ángel Fuentes de Cía Collection



This photographic procedure, contemporary with the 
daguerreotype, was the first negative-positive procedure. 
This meant that calotypes which, unlike daguerreotypes, 
used paper, allowed for the production of multiple copies, 
although the images were not as sharp due to the irregularities 
of the paper’s surface. The inventor of this procedure was 
William Henry Fox Talbot (1800-1877) who patented it in 
1841, limiting its use. In contrast to the daguerreotype, which 
had been “gifted to the world” by the French State, a fee 
had to be paid to use the calotype procedure. In an effort to 
disseminate the process, Talbot published The Pencil of Nature 
(1844-46), the first illustrated book to include photographs; 
the title in alluding to the way nature represented itself 

suggested the absence of human intervention. 

CALOTYPE

William Henry Fox Talbot
The Tower, Lacock, 1844

Calotype
Girona, Museu del Cinema – Col·lecció Tomàs Mallol



From a technological standpoint, photography had passed 
a number of milestones and new commercial possibilities 
opened up leading to more extended use. The collodion wet 
plate process (1850), as a negative process, and the albumen 
print (1851), as a positive process, constituted a duality that 
defined an era until the late nineteenth century. These two 
procedures overcame some of the technical limitations their 
precursors had encountered, such as the inability to reproduce 
daguerreotypes, and the poor image definition of the calotype 
(negatives on paper). However, the ambrotype variant of the 
collodion wet plate process competed and co-existed with 
the daguerreotype from 1854 onward. The ambrotype is an 
underexposed collodion negative that revealed a positive image 
with the inclusion of a black background, and it was usually 
presented in a frame or an encasing. It was also cheaper, 
and in the decade of the 1860s it managed to displace the 
daguerreotype. In the next decade the ambrotype was itself 
replaced by another collodion process, the tintype, a direct 

camera positive on brass.

COLLODION WET PLATE PROCESS

Unknown Maker
Ambrotype, part of the group Studio Portraits, c. 1840-1870

4 daguerreotypes and 8 ambrotypes
CRDI. Ángel Fuentes de Cía Collection


